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ABSTRACT

By assuming an anharmonic intermolecular potential for lattice 
displacement and an exponential form for the exchange energy, the 
exchange interaction is shown to be temperature dependent in the para
magnetic region. Bond strengths are taken from known tabulated results 
and overlap integrals are calculated with Slater-type orbitals so there 
are no adjustable parameters. Agreement with experimental results of 

and other .layered compounds is shown.



I. AN HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION TO MAGNETISM

The aligning force in magnets was known since the beginning

of recorded history, but it was not until the advent of quantum

mechanics approximately two thousand years later that this phenomenon

was understood. There were numerous attempts to ,explain magnetism;

however, they all relied on some.mystical power inherent in the magnet.

Theories of the 171 1̂ and ISt*1 centuries were related to the ancient

Greek theory of magnetic forces. Epicurus'^ explanation relied on

the assumption that a magnet had a stream of "seeds" emanating from

itself, and attraction was the result of interaction between the

seeds and the air around a magnet. The Epicurean theory was .not
• 2 "improved until 1644 when Descartes published Principle Philosophiae. 

Descartes' theory was somewhat similar, except the particles streaming 

from the magnet were shaped like screws and they originated from 

pores near the poles. Since magnets exhibit both attraction and 

repulsion, there had to be two types of particles— right and left 

hand screws, and two types of pores— right and left hand nuts. 

Attraction corresponded to a matched screw and nut, and repulsion 

corresponded to the interaction of a left hand screw with a right 

hand nut. This was able to explain all magnetic effects at the time. 

The state of magnetism before quantum mechanics can best be described

by Joyce: 3
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Universally that person's acumen is esteemed very little 
perceptive concerning whatsoever matters are being held 
as most profitable by mortals with sapience endowed to be 
studied who is ignorant of that which the most in doctrine 
erudited and certainly by reason of that in them high mind's 
ornament deserving of veneration constantly maintain when by 
general consent they affirm that other circumstances being ' 
equal by no exterior splendour is the properity of a nation 
more efficaciously asserted than by the measure of how far 
forward may have progressed the tribute of its.solicitude for 
that proliferent continuance which of evils the original if it 
be absent when fortunately present constitutes the certain 
sign of omnipclient nature's incorrupted benefaction.

4There was some progress phenomenologically. Weiss introduced the

molecular field or "Weiss" field to explain temperature dependence

of the susceptibility. However, the origin of the field remained a

mystery until the discovery of electron spin and the Pauli exclusion
5principle. Finally Heisenberg applied quantum mechanics to the 

problem of ferromagnetism and showed that the exchange energy was 

responsible for magnetic coupling instead of seeds or screws.

The exchange interaction in systems of Fermions is an effect 

that does not have a analog in classical physics; it comes about 

from the indistinguishability of Fermions and the Pauli principle.

To illustrate the origin of the exchange energy, we will consider 

two similar atoms A and B separated by a distance B. Using an 

approach similar to the Heitler-London theory of chemical bonding,^, 

the two-electron wavefunction can be written .as the antisymmetrized 

product of one-electron, functions. The one-electron wavefunction 

is the product of an atomic orbital, ^  ̂  or for atoms A and B,
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and a spin function, Qf or ̂  for spin up and down. It can easily 

be shown that the properly antisymmetrized two-electron wavefunctions 

are:

t  = 
2 
3

I
i/ao-51)

'CSM  Oi(Ji)
p W  $ (X)
.cK O  ̂(2.) tot

where and x_ are the coordinates of electrons I and .2. Next I d

these states will be used to calculate the energy for the two- 

electron system with the Hamiltonian:

H = . + H2 + H^2

Here H1 and Hg are the one-electron terms, and H12 is the electron- 

electron interaction. Iĵ 1 , and *4̂  are degenerate; these three 

states have energy:

I
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The other state is a singlet with energy:

+ 2 (tPflO W sU l  IH  K a W ^ ) ) ]  _

Here* S is the overlap integral, defined "by:

S =  ^ W ft(X)^(R-rx) j X .

For reasons which will be immediately apparent* the exchange 

energy is defined as the difference between the triplet and singlet 

state energies:

Ee* -  E t -  Es

For the two-electron system this difference is

E,,= - ^  { S1(W6O) tPeOllHl-PflUltP6O))

- (tPflUWeO)IHl W6Ul tPflto)̂
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This can be further simplified by explicitly using the one and two- 

electron parts of the Hamiltonian in the first term above. Now 

there are terms like

< ^ ( i )  H  I ^ 8( O cI)a U ) )

and the integration over the coordinates of electron 2 is trivial; 

the expression becomes:

S<-?av)|h,|4V 0>
Doing the same for Hg, the exchange energy is

E e * =  tp6U )  )

-  Z S ^ a(O Ih i H 6U )) +  St H flO ) H| ^a( I )«4>bu ) )  ]■

It is now obvious why the above definition was used for the exchange 

energy; if we had used orthogonal orbitals, the exchange energy
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reduces to the ordinary exchange integral

Eex= - 2» Ja HnI-V-W6W) .
7For this case, Dirac showed that the exchange energy depends only 

on the relative spin orientations and the exchange Hamiltonian 

could be expressed as a product of spin functions:

E w = -

Now we can extend the spin Hamiltonian to the more general problem 

cf nonorthogcnal orbitals by defining the exchange constant

- J = E t - E s

which is the complicated expression that was calculated earlier, 

and we arrive at the Heisenberg-Dirac-Van Vleck Hamiltonian:

H ex= - J s i-Sv
1

Certain observations can be made concerning the sign of J and 

the magnetic behavior of our two-electron system. First, if J is 

positive, the parallel spin arrangement will have lower energy; this 

corresponds to ferromagnetism. For J negative,.the antiferromagnetic 

state will have lower energy. So at least in principle, we can



predict whether a system will be ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic 

by calculating E -E,. For our two-electron problem, the first term 

is the ordinary exchange integral; since this is just the self-energy 

of the overlap charge distribution, the first term in the expression 

for J is positive. The second term is related to the energy of a 

single electron bound state, which is negative. The last term can 

go either way. So even for this simple two-electron system it is 

very difficult to predict the sign of J because each term in Hgx is 

usually large compared to J,. and there is a delicate. balance that 

can go either positive or negative.

Most magnetic systems are considerably more complicated than the 

previous two-electron problem; usually there is a diamagnetic ligand 

between the paramagnetic atoms, and the ligand electrons must also 

be included in the calculation of triplet and singlet state energies. 

This particular three atom problem is known as superexchange because 

the magnetic electrons interact over relatively large distances. The 

exchange constant for superexchange is still the difference between 

singlet and triplet states; however, the triplet and singlet spin 

configurations are illustrated below.

T I & f
tripletM L

t H I
M L Smgiet
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It is now necessary to find the energy of both spirt configurations, 

which defines the exchange constant. The calculation is similar to 

the earlier example except it is a four electron problem, which 

becomes an immense complication. The most refined calculations of the 

exchange constant use molecular orbitals for the one-electron functions, 

and electron correlation is taken into consideration through configur

ation* interaction. but even in these calculations all that can be

hoped for is the correct sign for J, so the exchange constant is
'

usually experimentally determined.

When the exchange constant is measured by different methods, 

which will be discussed later, the possibility that J may be tempera

ture dependent is ignored. The remaining chapters will deal with 

temperature dependence of the exchange energy. First, experimental 

methods for measuring the exchange energy will be discussed. The 

next chapter presents experimental evidence which indicates that 

the exchange energy is temperature dependent. The final chapters 

investigate possible mechanisms contributing to the temperature 

dependence; the theoretical results will then be compared with the 

experiments presented earlier. The mechanism of primary concern 

in this work is phonon modulation of the exchange integral. A 

development of the model for this mechanism comprises chapter five.



. II. EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF THE.'EXCHANGE ENERGY

All cooperative magnetic properties are determined by the sign 

and magnitude of J; epr linewidths, spin-wave dispersion relations, 

low temperature specific heat, or any other parameter related to 

cooperative magnetic phenomenon. Therefore, J has to be determined

(either experimentally or theoretically) in order to compare magnetic 

measurements with the Dirac-Heisenberg theory. The exchange con

stant can be calculated using molecular orbital theory; however, as 

noted in the introduction, this is very difficult and inaccurate—  

very much like poorly convergent perturbation theory. For all 

practical purposes J is determined experimentally from any kind of 

cooperative magnetic effect. Three methods that are used most often 

are: low. temperature specific heat, suceptibility measurements, and

epr linewidth measurements.

Since spin-wave modes are the main contribution to the low 

temperature specific heat, the expression for the specific heat,

A. Spin-wave Specific Heat

Cy, contains J explicitly. The spin-wave contribution to is:

K
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<Ok is obtained from the spin-wave dispersion relation and ( n ^  

is the Bose-Kinstein distribution. Employing the following three 

approximations: k is small, the only spin-spin interaction is

expressed as the Heisenberg Hamiltonian, and the sum is converted 

to an integral over k; it can straightforwardly be shown that the

specific heat is :

r= 4 S(I) kB ('
,3Za

ks \ 
, HfTT J S o?y T

for a simple cubic lattice with lattice constant a. This method is 

useful for determination of J in the low temperature region, T < Tq, 

because spin-wave excitations are the main contribution to the 

specific heat.
I

B. Curie and Neel Temperature

A method to directly obtain J is the determination of the Weiss
I

temperature for ferromagnets or the Neel temperature for antiferro-

magnets. The Weiss Temperature 9 is defined by the Curie-Weiss
9law for temperature dependence of the susceptibility.

T -  ©
where C is a constant, z 

S(Svv)©  = J .

is the number of nearest neighbors and
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Thus J can he obtained.from the intercept of a X 1 vs T curve.
Q

Similarly, for an antiferromagnet, the susceptibility is given by :

X  = T t T N

C. EPR Linewidths

l) Spin-Spin Interaction

We can get J for high temperature from the width of exchange

narrowed epr lines. The two interesting cases are: the effect of

exchange on the relative separation of two resolved resonance lines

with different g values, and exchange narrowing of a single resonance
10line* The first case has been treated by Anderson for two lines 

symmetrically spaced ± u>0 from an arbitrary center. The exchange 

interaction tends to■bring two lines together, and the shift from O 0 

is given by:

If o>0 can be determined from a preferred orientation of the external 

field, then the exchange energy, Jy 1h can be obtained from a 

measurement of Aw. This method was used to obtain J for the 

compound K^CuCl^ *2^0, which will be,discussed in the next

chapter
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The effect of J on the width'of a single line can be illustrated

by the following problem: Consider an array of spins in an external

magnetic field; the Hamiltonian is expressed as three terms:

H = H + H , + H , z d e*
where each term is defined by

Hz= S p H  £  S'i

*>3 : *

H e = - J Z  S i-Si .

The sum in H is over nearest neighbor pairs. An external field of 6 • .

the form:
x(H, cos cut

will induce transitions between the Zeeman levels. For infinite tem

perature the absorption line for these transitions is given by the 

expression

ICw) - J Bx(o)̂ > dt ,
- CO

and Sx(t) can be calculated from the Heisenberg equation.
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Since commutes with the exchange Hamiltonian, Hg is not included 

explicitly in the equation of motion. However, Hg does not commute 

with H^, and H^ has a time dependence given by:

or in other words, the dipole interaction is modulated by the exchange

energy. Using an explicit form for the matrix element of H (t) andd
assuming CJe » W j , Anderson and Weiss"*""*" have shown that the resonance 

linewidth is given approximately by:

A w  I* ^
ĉ e

where is the second moment of the resonance line, and O fe=

This expression for 6a) can change by a factor of about 1.5 depending

on how H^ is modulated by the exchange interaction.

To arrive at the above result for6 W  it was assumed that

and the form of modulation was a Gaussian random function. . As' shown 
12by Richards , this is equivalent to assuming the spin correlation 

function has a time dependence

(SsVt)Sx(O)̂  w  cos cot e ̂
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and evaluation of the integral for I fa)) using this correlation.func

tion results in a Lorentzian lineshape given by 

_ 4) A u)

where > 6<J= Virlst and tx is the spin-spin correlation time, or

the lifetime of the excited Zeeman state. In the absence of a spin- 

lattice interaction, the exchange constant can be obtained from a 

knowledge of the epr linewidth and second moment. The temperature 

dependence of J may then be extracted from the linewidth:at different 

temperatures.

It should also be mentioned that Kubo and Tomita"*"̂  did a pertur

bation series expansion for the spin correlation function, and calc

ulated the linewidth at finite temperature,

2) Spin-Lattice Interaction

One contribution to the linewidth that was ignored because the 

spin-phonon interaction did not appear in the Hamiltonian is spin- 

lattice relaxation. There are many mechanisms— that will be con

sidered later— which couple the spin, system and the lattice, but as 

an example consider the Waller"*"̂  process: A spin in the state

M = & makes a transition to the M = -t'state by interaction with s s
a phonon of energy g^H. A transition rate W  can be calculated and 

from this the lifetime of the Mg = state is related to W  by X = -
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What type of perturbations will cause spin flips? The ex

change Hamiltonian commutes with SZ, so phonon modulation of J will 

not contribute to W . Next consider the dipole-dipole interaction:

Hd= H0t H1* H2 .
The selection rules are A M s= O for Hq which does not result in spin 

flips, whereas for and AMs- - I and % Z ; therefore, for

this process a finite T^ is the result of modulation of and Hg.

It is interesting to note that when H^ and Hg are included in the 

spin-spin correlation function, the linewidth is increased by a 

factor of 10/3 which makes A ĉ  agree much better with experimental 

linewidths. This mechanism for spin-lattice relaxation and the 

10/3 effect"^ originate from the same Hamiltonian; sometimes they
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are even given the same name.

Two relaxation processes contribute to the observed linewidth: 

the spin-spin relaxation with its characteristic Tg, and the spin- 

lattice interaction, which has a corresponding spin-lattice relaxation 

time, T^. In order to extract J from the epr linewidth, it is 

necessary to determine how A a) depends on l/T^ and l/Tg. The simplest 

case has a characteristic bell-shaped resonance curve, and the widths 

are given approximately by JL and AculVi I. . Using the suggestion11 'i
15of Bloembergen, Purcell, and Pound , the assumption will be made 

that the observed resonance line is the sum of two lines at c06 each 

of which have widths AcV, and AcJ3, . The resulting line, Y(w), not 

necessarily Gaussian, is:

The width of Y(v) is obtained from the expression relating the line- 

width and the second moment— A w 2Vi c is a constant that depends

on the particular lineshape, ^ is the second moment of Y(tt))

given by: i
CO

<coa) = ^ (ĉ -CV0)2" Y (cu) JcJ
- CO
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where A is the area under the resonance line:

W

A=  ̂Y (tv) <icO .
-OO

The integration can easily he done and the linev/idth for both 

relaxation mechanisms is:

&  Cd Cd? -V A  —  AtVt A  „

If T1^  T2, A «0 is approximately; .

A c v  ^  -v - L
‘ 2. 4  ‘ l

and frequently, the second term can be neglected completely so J is 

obtained in that case from the results of reference (10).

For the case when T^ is not large, different spin-lattice 

relaxation mechanisms besides the Waller process must be looked at.

A very good review of different mechanisms is given in reference.(16), 

and.each will be considered briefly here.
Z

The Waller process results in a relaxation time given by ̂  vx H  T
’»

A typical T^ is 10 sec, and a typical T2 is 10  ̂sec so this process 

is too long to contribute to the linewidth.

Next consider a spin-phonon collision where the energy loss 

of a phonon is gpH. This is the two-phonon Raman process which
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an

was also treated by Waller^ in 1932. _ The temperature dependence of 

T^ can be obtained for two cases. j?'or low temperatures, k^T « s 

an kz\ T 2, '.

A typical ©p is 100°K so l/T^ usually goes as something between T^ 
2and T for this process. In the high temperature approximation,

is still about 10 sec at JOO0K which is still much greater than T^.

which sets up an oscillating electric.field as a perturbation..

This perturbation will only have a direct affect on the crystal field

splitting of orbital states, and the spin-phonon coupling is a

second order effect that comes from spin-orbit coupling. For the

one-phonon direct process non-Kramers and Kramers ions, which have

integral and half-integral spin respectively, are investigated

separately. The ground state of a non-Kramers ion can split in a

crystalline field of low enough symmetry. Modulation of the Stark

field then affects the spin through the spin-orbit interaction.

With appropriate calculations, the relaxation time is shown-to have
17a field and temperature dependence. :

17A shorter can come from modulation of the ligand field '
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At first glance it appears as if phonon modulation will not affect

18the ground state of a Kramers ion. However, Kronig has shown that 

there are matrix elements due to the interaction of the Kramers 

state and the Stark field in the presence of an external magnetic 

field. For this case:

' \

A non-Kramers ion will have a of about 10 ^sec and a Kramers ion 

has a of I sec for this process, which is still long compared to

V
19In 1961 Orbach y was able to account for the anomalously short 

relaxation times by a process that is essentially an indirect tran

sition between two Kramers states.

A 6

y
z
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Z  is a Kramer's doublet, A  is an excited orbital state, and the 

two steps of the transition are indicated of the diagram. For 

this process, the relaxation time is:

subject to the condition A »  k^T. is extremely temperature 

dependent since A >> k^T; also can be the same order of magnitude 

as T2.

There is also a two-phonon Raman process where the spin-phonon 

interaction comes from modulation of the ligand field. Two types 

of mechanisms are considered on the following diagram.

A A

H#»x. pbovxow e n e rg y

IeL I

The first process arised from quadrupole transitions between the two 

non-Kramers %  states. The second process is similar to the two- 

phonon Orbach process except it requires absorption and emission of
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a virtual phonon because the excited state, £> , is outside'of.the 

phonon continuum. Both mechanisms have a temperature dependence 

given by:

and a typical is 10 ^sec which is also comparable with T^.

By looking at the magnetic field and temperature dependence 

of the epr linewidth, it should— at least in principle— be possible 

to determine ifAco.is related to or T2. For example, if the 

linewidth is linear in temperature and quadratic in external magnetic 

field, then the Waller process is probably the main relaxation mech

anism. If it is then determined that the temperature dependence of 6«) 

is from spin-lattice relaxation, it is then necessary to extrapolate 

the linewidth versus T curve to 0°K where is large; thenAcJis 

directly related to T^. However, it must be emphasized that the 

exchange energy cannot be obtained from the low temperature linewidth 

by using Anderson's or Kubo and Tomita's equation, since it is an 

infinite temperature approximation. There are two complications 

that arise in the theory of finite temperature epr linewidths:

First, there is a difference in population of the Zeeman levels.

Second, the spin correlation functions have a temperature dependence. 

The theory of exchange narrowed resonance lines at finite temperature
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12has been done by Richards for spin correlation functions with an 

exponential, time dependence. For high temperature, kT»cVe, strong 

exchange narrowing, a>e» O 0 , and ignoring the temperature' dependence 

of certain correlation function, the linewidth at finite temperature 

is given approximately by

a
A  Ct) VX -------- *

^ e X T  .

%
Measurement of the quantity X T w i l l  now yield . from which

the exchange energy can be extracted if the second moment: of the 

resonance line is known.



III. EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE FOR TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF EXCHANGE

In the previous chapter we have discussed methrods used to deter

mine the exchange energy at different temperatures: epr linewidth 

measurements for the paramagnetic region, susceptibility measure

ments for the Curie and N4el temperatures, and low temperature specific 

heat measurements below the Curie and Neel temperature. If these 

methods yield different exchange energies, this is an indication that 

the exchange energy may be temperature dependent. For example, the 

low temperature specific heat yields a J at approximately I or 2 °K, 

and J at room temperature can be obtained from the epr linewidth at 

this temperature. Indeed, certain transition metal salts do show 

strong evidence for temperature dependence of the exchange energy.

One of the most striking examples is K^CuCl^*2^0. This compound 

has two inequivalent Cu chains, and the different chains have g values 

g^ and gg. For exchange energies less than^

there will be two resolved resonance lines. If g^ and g^ are known, 

J can be estimated from, the above expression for the particular 

magnetic field where both lines coalesce. Okuda and'Date^ used

this method to obtain J for K^CuCl^" 2 ^ 0  between 200 and. 300oK.
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At high frequencies the linewidth is^^.

2̂

9 a v P A H  - e 3  U 9r3l^ H } •

Kennedy, Choh, and Seidel̂ "*" obtained J in this way between 77°K and 

200°Ke The temperature dependence of J for KgCuOl^'ZHgO from ref

erence (21) is shown in Figure I. It can be seen that J changes by 

a factor of five between 77°K and room teperature; also if J(T) is
Oextrapolated to low temperature, J is approximately 0.30 K which
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0.30

0.20

FIGURE I

Temperature dependence of the exchange interaction in KgCuCl 
2HgO. Circles are from the data of Okuda and Date. The triangles

and squares are from epr linewidths at 35 and 65 GHz.
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agrees very well with J obtained from low temperature specific- heat 

22measurements . Another class of compounds which appears to have a

temperature dependent J are the layered structures (cnH2n+l1®3^ 2CuC^4*

These compounds have an extremely exchange narrowed epr linewidth
23which exhibits a linear temperature dependence illustrated in Figure II.

24Seehra and Castner explained this temperature dependence for the 

layered structure Cu(HCOO)^•41^0 by phonon modulation of the anti

symmetric exchange interaction. However, for this interaction to be

non-zero, there must be spin-orbit coupling and there cannot be
25inversion symmetry with respect to the magnetic ions

There are compounds that do not have an antisymmetric exchange 

interaction, but still have a temperature dependent linewidth. The 

magnetic ions in CuF̂ , are centrosymmetric ; however, the line-

width still has a linear temperature dependence Furthermore,

the comounds, (C^H^^NHg) ̂ MnCl^. also have temperature dependent

linewidths^, and since Mn*-*" is an S-state ion there - cannot be a

spin-orbit interaction. The paramagnetic dimethyl sulfoxide,
29CuCl^'2DMS0 also has a temperature dependent linewidth although it 

is not known if the dependence is linear because the measurements were 

only made at 77°K and .300°K. However, isotropy of the g-value indi

cates that spin orbit coupling is not large enough to explain the 

temperature dependence. Clearly— at least.for K0CuCl^* , KgCuF^,
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FIGURE II

EPR linewidth versus temperature for n-proplyammoniam (nP-NH ) CuCl
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and must be some other mechanism responsible

for the temperature dependent linewidth.

Could this peculiar effect arise from spin-lattice relaxation?

If the spin-phonon interaction is the principal source of broadening, 

the linewidth is approximately:

IA c o  ^
II

Each mechanism contributing to will be considered separately.

The Waller process has a temperature dependence given by

A  C O  vr% H 2 T  t

and it can be eliminated for two reasons: First, as previously noted,

a typical relaxation time is 10 sec which is too large by many orders 

of magnitude. Second, the linewidth has a field dependence5 this 

is not observed.experimentally.

Also, the two-phonon Raman process does not result in a linear

temperature dependence, and the relaxation time is still about 10 sec.

Next we will consider modulation of the ligand field. This
++process can be disregarded for the Mn salts and CuCl0.2DMS0 

immediately because there is no spin-orbit interaction to connect 

the spin and orbital states. For the other compounds, the one- 

phonon Raman process gives a linewidth that goes as T? so it can
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certainly "be disregarded. Only the two-phonon Orbach process is 

left; this has a temperature dependences

A  cV v-t ex? “

Using A  approximately 10^°K which is a typical crystal field 

splitting for transition metal ions, it is seen that between 100°K 

and room temperature the linewidth changes by.a factor of 10^. 

Experimentally, the linewidth changes by roughly a factor of two in 

this range, so the Orbach process can be ruled out also.

Apparently, the anomalous temperature dependent linewidth must 

be from some other mechanism than phonon modulation of the anti

symmetric exchange interaction and spin-lattice relaxation. Since 

all the spin-lattice relaxation mechanisms were eliminated, the

relaxation time must be the result of spin-spin interaction, and
12for this case the linewidth is given by:

A  <x) v-.
^ e X T

Apparently there are three terms in the linewidth that can have 

a temperature dependence: the second moment,Wj , which is related

to two-spin correlation functions; the XT factor; and the exchange 

energy=, A more detailed investigation later will show that the
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temperature dependent' linewidth for antiferromagnetic iln++ salts' 

can be explained by the temperature dependent correlation functions 

in and XT. However, since:the temperature dependent'line-

width for KgCuF^ still cannot be explained by any of the above 

processes, it is proposed that this effect is the result of a tem

perature dependent exchange energy as in K0CuGl. ‘2Ho0. In the 

following chapters,- a circumspect investigation of the Heisenberg 

Hamiltonian will reveal possible mechanisms for this temperature 

dependence.



IV. TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THE SPIN CORRELATION FUNCTION

If the exchange energy is indeed temperature dependent, the 

first logical step is. to calculate the thermal average of the 

Heisenberg Hamiltonian over spin states. The source contributing 

to . the temperature dependence is spin-correlation-; this effect is 

taken into consideration by calculating - the ensemble average of the 

Heisenberg Hamiltonian;

<Hex)
The angular brackets indicate that an ensemble average is taken over 

all spin states; for example;

(S1-Sj) = Y  %  <Hsr IvXvIsjÎ ) ,
A v r

where Z is the partition function, and E is the energy of the parti

cular state. The next obvious step then is the derivation of the 

static correlation function, (o)*Sj(o)^, which is usually done with 

Green’s functions.

The statistical Green's function is particularly useful for 

this type of problem because it contains the time correlation and 

commutation properties of two operators; in this case and S.

D



For these two operators, the definitions of the retarded and advanced , 

Green's functions are:

Cr, (,t, t ' )  = - i eK< - <S; ( t)  S j  (.t’) )  -  (S j ( t ‘) slit )̂ > I

Gk (t , t ‘) = - i e it- 1' ) { < S ;it) Si U ') )  -  (S i I f ) S iU ) ) 1 1

or in more compact notation

G vC ff) = « S i( t ) ;  S:Cf))X

G«.(t,f)= CsiCt); SiCtOX.

In principle, it should be possible to obtain all the information 

about an operator by finding, the Green's function defined in terms 

of the operator. With this in mind, we can use the Heisenberg
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equation to generate an equation of motion for ■ G(t, t :

i f f =  6(.t-t') CtSiW1SjU')]) * i Cft SiW-, SjM )).

The Heisenberg equation can be used to find S<V:) also; doing this 

the equation of motion becomes:

■ i f f  = 6(.t-t')<U;(tXSjCt'!]> !(([SiW1Htt)]; SjW)) .

So G(t,t’) is expressed in terms of a higher order Green’s function 

that involves a commutator of one operator and the Hamiltonian. 

Similarly, this higher order Green’s function can be found in terms 

of a still higher order function, namely:

' ( ( I S i C tU s jCt)1H tt) ]] ;  Sj Ct'))) ,

and an infinite chain of Green's functions can be formed. The 

problem bow reduces to finding an approximation that will truncate 

the chain and give a set of coupled differential equations that can 

be solved for G(t,t'). Usually it is assumed that the Fourier 

components of the spin operators are independent, then the
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higher order Green's function is

This is the random phase approximation. .This set of equations is 

usually solved by Fourier transforming the Green's function

as well as any higher order Green's functions, and we arrive at a 

set of linear equations. G(E) can easily be found and G(t) is then 

its Fourier transform; however, a problem arises here: G(E) has 

poles on the real E axis. It is necessary either to move the poles 

off the axis, or analytically continue G(E) in the complex E plane, 

in order to evaluate the Fourier transform. Using the following 

boundary conditions for the time Green's fUnction9

CO

- Oo

=. O for t < O

GeiU) z o for t > O ,
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Zubarev^® has shown that Ga(E) and G (E) can be analytically continued 

to form a single function

Gr (E)

6 ( 6 )=  i

I m  E > O

Im E C O

with a branch cut along the real axis; also, G(E) satisfies the same 

equation of motion as G3a(E) and Ga(E).

Next it is necessary to relate G(E) to the correlation function. 

First, however, the problem is simplified if we Fourier transform 

the correlation function

f00 , x VEt(S;(t)S.(c)) = j  ltE.)e . dE .

When the ensemble average is written out explicitly, it can be shown 

that the other correlation function is ^
i

e. ■ ;

(S.(o)S;U))= ( I(E) e /KTe'BtdE ;
- CO



l(E) is known as the spectral intensity, probably because it is rel

ated to the epr lineshape by the equation in chapter IIe. Now, 

employing the above boundary conditions, along with the relations 

involving the spectral intensity, the Green's function is related to 

I(E) by

G(E-He)- - i (e7" i)i(e)

56

for E real.
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The Green’s function theory of ferromagnetism has been done by 

many workers. However, we will use the results of Tahir-Kheli and 

Ter Haar^O, which relates the two-spin correlation function to the 

magnetization. From this result it is then possible to determine 

the static correlation function from the temperature dependent suscept

ibility.

Tahir-Kheli and Ter Haar used the Green’s function

C S r - S i)) ,

and the Hamilton!an

H= - 9pH/^ - %_ J S;' Sj
1 1StnrO

to obtain the following expression for the correlation function:

<sV> = 21h<S*> S(V2).

Q(V2) is related to the Bose-Einstein distribution for spin 1/2,

K
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and is a ipole of the Green’s function given by

Ek= gpH + Z 1S.(SY) (j(o)~ J(̂ vc)J #

It is now possible to relate the correlation function to the 

susceptibility. From the definition of X ,

we have the following expression: . ■

NaP <S~S*)
2 H z :§(v2) '

Next it is necessary to determine $(V2) as a function of tempera- 

ture. There is an explicit temperature dependence in the denomi

nator of the exponent, as well as an implicit temperature, dependence 

in the magnetization term, ^ This last term will be obtained

from the high temperature expansion of :



where z is the coordination number, and the parameters t and T  are 

defined by

39

*.= ( - I g p H y kl.)

- L - J M i 1
-C- K T  •

'

Also we know that can be expressed in terms of (SZ ;̂

- <s,>) -

so both of the above equations can be solved for in terms of

t which yields for high temperature

ft
a t- Vtc *

Now t is expanded in a .power series, and in the high temperature
I

approximation only the first term is kept—

to - % 9 P H/tT ,
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Finally the high temperature approximation for (Ji(Va) is obtained 

by putting the above expression for into ^  (l̂ ) t and we arrive

.at the following relation-between the susceptibility and the cor

relation function,

X T =  ^ P a N(S- St) Z 2 KT

The temperature dependence of the two-spin correlation function

can now be obtained directly from measurements of susceptibility for

a particular compound. This experiment has been done for the

(C Hh ^NH-l-CuCl. -series^; however, we are only interested in the ' n 2n+l y  2 4 ’ ’ 17
high temperature region, kT&J; and in this case X is approximated

32by the series expansion ,

2 KT + - 1 " •

The temperature dependence of the correlation function is how

(S- St) -  1 +  2 - ^ . +  O ( A )

and the exchange energy is roughly related to temperature by the 

following expression

CM,,) -  -  J ( I-I- 2
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For CuCl^e2H2O ^  is .0.30°K and the above rfesult has a

negligible temperature dependence from IOO0K to 500°K. Clearly, 

there must be some other .mechanism that is responsible for the 

temperature dependence of the exchange energy.



V. TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THE EXCHANGE ,CONSTANT

In the previous chapter, only the correlation function was

considered in a search for the mechanism responsible for the temper

ature dependence of exchange, and the assumption was made that the . 

exchange constant was indeed constant. If J is temperature dependent, 

the correlation function is more complicated and the: exchange energy 

is then:

Using the approximation that J and the correlation function are 

uncorrelated, the exchange energy becomess

So, at least for the compounds of the previous chapter, the effect 

that is observed experimentally must be from a temperature dependent

J.

There are at least two processes which will give the exchange 

constant a temperature dependence. The first process is the result 

of a breakdown of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. In this case, 

there will be radiationless transitions to excited molecular orbitals,
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which will alter the energy of the singlet and- triplet states, 

and temperature dependence will result because the transition rate 

is related to the phonon occupation number. The second process.is 

phonon modulation of the exchange integral.

where p is a sum of ligand p orbitals that have the appropriate 

symmetry. Also from reference (33) it is known that SCct ,

The lowest energy charge transfer band is a transition from a lower 

degenerate orbital E,

to an orbital of symmetry, which leaves a hole in E. Since S<Qt

and £ < , the effect of this transition is to move the magnetic

electron closer to the ligand, hence the name "charge transfer".

Therefore, this transition will increase the overlap of p and d

functions which in turn will increase the exchange interaction between

the two UuCl. complexes. This mechanism will increase the exchange4

A. Breakdown of the Bom-Oppenheimer Approximation

As an example of this first process, consider the GuGl, ion -4
with D0, symmetry. The magnetic electron is in a molecular orbital 

that can be.expressed as a linear combination of atomic orbitals

B2= o{ dxy -VSp1
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energy'with.increasing1 temperature, which is not the experimentally

observed effect. However, the frequency of this charge transfer

band is about IO ^  or 10^^ Hz and the vibrational frequency is 
12about 10 Hz, so the Bom-Oppenheimer approximation is very good

for the transition metal salts that exhibit a temperature dependent-

exchange energy, and this process will no longer be considered.

, B. Phonon Modulation of the Exchange.Integral

Phonon modulation of the exchange integral was suggested by

Harris and Owen^ as a possible explanation of the temperature

dependence of the epr linewidths of (NH^Ir,PtCl^. Also, Griffiths;^ 
expanded the exchange interaction in phonon operators to explain the

anomalous temperature-independent spin-lattice relaxation time of
21diphenyl picryl hydrazyl (DPPH). Recently, Kennedy et. al. 

proposed that this mechanism may be responsible for the temperature 

dependent exchange energy in K^GuCl^* 2^0.

To calculate an explicit temperature dependence of J, we will 

consider a MX^ dimer, where M is metal and X is a ligand. If M- 

 ̂ is Cu, there is an unpaired electron in one of the metal type mole

cular orbitals of the MX^ complex, and the intermolecular exchange 

( interaction between the magnetic electrons can be represented by a

/ Heisenberg Hamiltonian. In this case, J does not have a simple form,

but it is related to integrals like^i

I= t l w  t f w  H ,
r
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where a and b refer to the two complexes, and and x^ are the

coordinates of the magnetic electrons. These integrals can be

the overlap of appropriate atomic orbitals. Assuming that the exchange 

energy is proportional to an overlap integral by the approximation,

J has the forms

obtain the antisymmetric exchange constant, and it was also used by

expansion in terms of phonon operators.

Now that the expression J(&R) is justified, the following method

will be used to calculate as a function of temperature. is

a thermal average over the vibrational states of the dimer, so first

these states will be found by assuming some form for the intermole-

cular potential. In this model, each. CuX. complex vibrates as a4

evaluated very roughly by using the Mulliken approximation^^:

I = H S2t

where H is an average value for the two-electron Hamiltonian and S is

for a displacement, SR of the distance between the MX complexes.4
This functional form for J(SR) was used by Seehra. and Castner^ to

35Griffiths because this particular form lends itself very well to
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single unit; we will also consider relative motion, within a single 

complex, which will affect the oscillators' reduced mass. Next, 

the matrix elements of the operator, J(SR), are calculated for these 
vibrational states. Griffiths'^ has calculated these matrix elements 

approximately by expanding J(SR) in the series

J(SR)= J0(|- XSR + lXa(6R)V--)
58and Richards . considered the problem of temperature dependence by 

finding the thermal average of the operators (SR) and (SR)^ in the 

above expression. However, for typical values of the parameters, the 

expansion parameter, (XSR) » is approximately one, so the Taylor's 

expansion is. not justified. Therefore, it is necessary to find matrix 

elements of the. o p e r a t o r , t h e n  it will be a simple matter to do 

a thermal average over the vibrational states to obtain O ) .  The 

dimer model is then compared with the crystal by employing the 

Einstein approximation,

■The intermolecular potential one could use anything that has 

the form indicated below, but a Morse function is convenient because ■ 

the intermolecular potential Vq is tabulated and it bears reasonable 

resemblance to reality. The Morse function is given by
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Here, Vq is the bond dissociation energy, rQ is the bond length, and 

a is a constant that is related to the anharmonicity and frequency. 

We are only interested in the region where

$>R« r0

so the potential can be written as

V(SR) 12 V0+ Va(S R f tV 3 CSR)3

where and are proportional to the second and third derivatives 

of the Morse function evaluated at the equilibrium bond length, rQ.

To calculate the vibrational states, the last term in the series 

expansion for V(BR) will be treated as a perturbation,

H = V3 (SR)3 .



The unperturbed state is just the harmonic oscillator wavefunction, 

and addition of the perturbation results in the anharmonic oscillator 

problem. To second order, the anharmonic state is then:

'48

m- Eiet 0 - -IeSjw * '»)
E° and are the unperturbed harmonic oscillator energies and states, 
n -
first sum is over all states except|n >, and the second sum.is over 

all states except and ,

The matrix element

In= OU(SR)M

is evaluated in Appendix I, and since H1 is third order, in R, it 

can immediately be seen that I is the sum of the following terms:

I JOR)|nv3) ̂ <n-i |J(BR)lh-ir3) t (h-l| J(6R))n

\)  ̂<n-3 | J(BR)|hbi) , (h| J(&R)|n+<S%

<n\J(BR)ih+2.> , <ht J(SR)|n-2> , OiJ(BR)U-S),
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each of which can be integrated. The matrix element I also contains 

matrix elements connecting states differing by more than 6. However, 

to be consistent with second order perturbation results, matrix ele

ments of the form < r v \ J f o r  6 are dropped. The term, X^(6R)4

is not considered because the first order correction to I is ap-n
proximately y  smaller than the contribution from

With each of these terms evaluated, the thermal average of

is:

<j(sr)>= £  pn ln

Pn is the probability of the system being in the n vibrational 

state;

-G
_ e VkT

h ^  e  e?/kT  '

Using E%= P can be written in closed form

Pn= er W / K T ( e F'“ A T _  ^ t i o n / K T

which will be more convenient.

Before we proceed further, it is possible to eliminate the 

parameter a, by comparing the Morse function with the exchange energy.
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Since the bond energy is indeed closely related to the exchange 

energy, it is reasonable to assume that both have the same expon

ential formi This implies that a sc V x  , so now it is only neces

sary to obtain X , Vq, and the reduced mass of the oscillator.

Here it is convenient to define the dimensionless parameter

Y  -  ^
2 VrZ m  V0

or using the second derivative of the Morse potential

Y -  f  %
'  ~ 2 m cv '

Y can also be expressed in terms of frequency.

Next a value of X has to be calculated for the appropriate 

metal-ligand bond. This will be done by comparing the exponential 

part of a M-L overlap integral

S = ^(x + Rjdx

with e ^ ^  . Ve are"only interested in the radial part of S,•so 

Slater type orbitals (STO) will be used for and . The STO 

for an atomic orbital is: '

Y= Nrn"*1 e~ v̂r »
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where r is measured from the nucleus of the atom in atomic units,

*W is a mormalization constant, n is an effective quantum number,
•st

and z is the effective nuclear charge defined by

Z4- Z - S

where s is the screening constant. Both n and s are calculated
59from the rules in reference , which are reproduced here;

/ \ *(1) ■ For n = I, 2, 5» 4» 5 n is given the following values
n = I, 2, 3, 5.7.

(2) Electrons are divided into the groups 

Is
2s, 2p
3s,3P
3d
4s,4p ■'

4d

For any group of electrons., s has the following contri
butions
(a) Zero for any electron outside the group.

(b) An amount of .35 for each other electron in the group 
unless the group is Is, then .30 is used.

(c) An amount of .85 for each electron in a shell with 
total quantum number less by one, and 1.0 for each 
electron further in; if the group is d or f, an 
amount of 1.0 for every electron further in.

we will find Z for a d electron of Cu(Il), which hasAs .an example,



P P 6 9  ̂ Qthe configuration Is 2s 2p Js'5p Jd^. The shielding constant for

each group inside the d group is;

Is; 2(1.0)
2s2p: 8(1.0)
JsJp; 8(1.0)
3d: 8(.J5)

iThis yields a screening constant of 20.8, and the corresponding Z 

is 5.2. Thei procedure is used for other transition metals and 

halides, and the results are in table I.

Using these orbitals, S can be integrated, but this is not 

necessary if we just want the exponential part, which is;

in units of inverse Bohr radii
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TABLE I

EFFECTIVE QUANTUM NUMBERS., NUCLEAR CHARGE, AND OVERLAP 
PARAMETERS FOR CERTAIN METALS AND LIGANDS

M L '
*
2M

*
nM--

*
2L

*
nL A

Cu Cl 9 3 5.75 3

Cu F - 9. 3 4.85 2 5.4
Mn Cl 4.4 ' 3 5.75 ■ 5 5.4
Mn F 4.4' 3 4.8 5 : 2 3.9



Z and n are used in the above expression to obtain S for different 

M-L bonds which immediately yields a value for the overlap parameter, 

X also indicated in table I,

The bond energy Vq is not known for most of the compounds, 

listed in the previous chapters. However, the bond energy can be 

estimated from the postulate of the geometric mean, which was pro

postulate relates the bond energy in Kcal/mole to the homonuclear 

bond energy of each atom by the relation:

D(M-M) and D(L-L) are the bond energies of the metal and ligand 

homonuclear diatomic molecules, and the last term accounts for the 

extra bond energy resulting from partial ionic character of the bond■ 

if there is a difference in elecronegativity, and x^, of the metal, 

and the ligand. The homonuclear bond strength and electronegativity 

can be obtained from standard references^; these quantities, as well 

as D(M-L), are included in table II,

The next step is to relate the calculated bond energy to the 

bond energy of the compounds. This will be done by comparing the 

metal-ligand bond length of the particular compound to a calculated 

bond length corresponding to the above energy. For example, if the 

bond length corresponding to the geometric mean bond

posed by Pauling^. For a heteronucIear diatomic molecule, this
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TABLE II .

HOMONUCLEAR BOND STRENGTHS ELECTRONEGATIVITYAND BOND 
STRENGTHS FOR METALS AND LIGANDS

Bond D(M-M) D(L-L) xM xL - D(M-L)

Cu-Gl 47.0 Kcal/m 57.9 1.9 5.0 89.0
Cu-F 47.0 57.7 1.9 4.0 78.5
Mn-Cl 1.5 5.0 ■ 70.0

Mn-F 1.5 4.0 82.0

L



energy is less than the metal-ligand bond length of the compound, 

then the: postulate, of the geometric mean probably gives an estimate 

of the bond energy that is too high, and a suitable correction will 

have to be made-.

Tb be consistent, the bond lengths are calculated from an equa

tion relating to the covalent radii and the electronegativity differ

ence^:

R (M -L )=  V1h-VYl -  C Yl ,OfcA

in units of R(M-L) is indicated in table III for different metal- 

ligand bonds, and they are compared with some of the measured bond 

lengths of different compounds. Apparently the calculated bond 

lengths are, too short, which means that the calculated bond-energy is 

too large, and it has to be adjusted to agree with the longer bonds. 

This is done with an equation proposed by Pauling^:

R(n) = RU)” O.€>0 log n .

Here n is the .bond number defined by the following relation between 

the bond energies for two bond numbers, n and I:

V(n) - n.V ii)
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TABLE III

COVALENT RADII AND BOND DISTANCES EOR METAL-LIGAND BONDS

Bond . ' rM rL xM-xL. R(M-L) R(measured)

Cu Cl i .35a: .99 1.1 . 2.2? 2.79 (NH4)2CuCl

Cu F 1.35 .63 2.1 1.85 2.08 IC2CuF4
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R(n) and R(l) aare the bond lengths for the corresponding bond numbers. 

Now if V(l) and R(l) are known, the bond strength, V(n), can be cal

culated for any bond length, R(n), These quantities are in table 

IV: V(l) is the heteronuclear bond energy from table II; n is

calculated from Pauling's equation relating the bond lengths (in 

table III) to the bond number; and V(n) is the bond strength for the 

particular measured bond length. This bond energy, V(n) is used 

along with X and the reduced mass of the particular oscillator m 
to arrive at the parameter Y.

An estimate of Y is now made for K^CuGl^’PH^O. This compound 

can be thought of as an aggregate of K ions, CuClg'HgO molecules, 

and Cl ion's. The oscillator we will consider is two weakly bonded 

CuCl «2H 0 molecules which has a reduced mass of (l.4)l0 ^gm; Xd C

obtained from table I for the Cu-Cl bond is ('5.0)l0^cm"^; and Vq 

from table IV is .612(10) erg. These numbers correspond to a Y of 

about 0.02, or if Y is defined by

Y =
Z W\ (a)

this mass and X result in a vibrational frequency of (6.8)lO"^Hz.
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Families of curves for verses temperature are illustrated in 

Figures III, IV, and V. In each family the mass is a constant, and X 

and Vq are variables in the parameter Y. Figures III, IV, and V are 

for the CuCl^, CuF^ dimers, and .the Cu-F—Cu molecule respectively. For 

small Y , roughly between 0.01 and 0.005, ^ has little temperature 

dependence; however, the exchange integral becomes very temperature 

dependent as Y is increased to 0.04 or 0.05. The experimental results 

of Kennedy et al. also on Figure III, agree very well with the 

curve for Y=0.02.

It is also interesting to note that becomes extremely temp

erature dependent in a relatively small range of Y. This is probably - 

why strongly bonded transition metal salts such as FthFg and CuFg-ZHgO 

show no indication of a temperature dependent exchange energy. This 

is discussed in greater detail in the next chapter.



TABLE IV
BOND NUMBERS AND BOND STRENGTHS FOR METAL LIGAND BONDS

Bond ■ n V(I) - . v(n)

Cu-Ol 0.10 6.12x10 ^erg . 0.6l2xl0"12 KgCuCl .ZHgO

Cu-Gl 0.18 6.12 1.1 (NH4)2CuCl4

Cu-F 0.608 4.90 2.98 KgCuF
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0.005

0.04

Figure III

Ilie exchange energy J versus temperature for CuCl^. Solid

lines are for Y= where X is related to the. overlap integral
and Vq is the bond energy for the dimer. Experimental points are

those for CuCl^ • 2^0. All curves are normalized to one at 0°K.
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T(0K)
Figure IV

The exchange energy J versus temperature for CuF . Solid 
k -v 4

lines are for Y- where X is related to the overlap integral

and Vq is the bond energy for the dimer. All curves are normalized 

to one at 0°K
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The exchange energy J versus temperature for the 

Solid lines are for Y = where X is related

integral and Vq is the bond energy for the dimer. All 

normalized to one at 0°K.

Cu-F-Cu molecule 

to the overlap 

curves are



VI.. TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF EPR LINEWIDTHS

From the preceding chapters there are three mechanisms which 

may result in a linearly temperature dependent linewidth: spin-

lattice relaxation, which was eliminated for all, compounds' we con

sidered; temperature dependence of the spin correlation functions, 

which affects the quantities , cue , and X T  in the linewidth 

expression; and temperature dependence of the exchange constant, J» 

Before we determine how a temperature dependent J affects the 

linewidth, it is necessary to investigate the effects of spin cor

relation in the above quantities. First consider the susceptibility. 

Since we are only interested in the high temperature region, the X T ’ 

factor is approximated by the series expansion

I -v

This in turn gives the following temperature dependence to the 

linewidth for J « k  T'; AW= ̂  (| -2 4;^ • J is approximately 10°KWg v K V /
or less for all the compounds listed earlier so it appears as if the 

temperature dependence of X T is a negligible affect in the range 

from 70°K to room temperature.



There is no simple method for finding the correlation func

tion’s contribution to the temperature dependence of and<ve $
12 11each system must be treated separately. Richards used Anderson's 

theory extended to finite temperature and Bonner and Fisher'.s^ spin 

correlation functions to calculate the temperature dependent line- 

width of The calculated epr linewidth has little

temperature dependence above 20°K which agrees very well with the 

experimental results of Date^, However, it seems as if this 

mechanism will not give an appreciable temperature dependence to 

the linewidth unless the correlation functions have a large temp

erature dependence in the region of interest, which is not the case 

for all the compounds listed earlier.

The original expressions.for linewidth were derived on the 

assumption that the correlation function had an exponential time 

dependence. However, it is now known that for long times, the time 

dependence is determined by the classical diffusion equation. In 

other words, for d dimensions

( S d ) S ( O ) )  -  I t f ' t

For '3 dimensions the time dependence goes as t which is not 

critically different from the exponential time dependence in 

Anderson's theory.
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Recently Richards^ has shown that spin diffusion in lower 

dimensional systems will modify linewidth theory sufficiently to 

explain the temperature dependence in two dimensional Heisenberg 

antiferromagnets. In addition to CUj tu>e , and XT, the diffusion 

constant also has a significant temperature dependence. There is 

no closed form expression for the linewidth as a function of tem

perature; however, the theory agrees very well with the data for . 

KgMnR^. It must be emphasized that this theory only predicts the 

correct temperature dependence for two-dimensional antiferromagnets, 

Ror the two-dimensional ferromagnets, CuR^ and CcnH3n +^NH^)2CuC1^,

spin diffusion theory predicts the wrong slope of the A W  versus T 

curve at high temperature.

Rrom the preceding discussion, we know that there is at least, 

one compound, K^CuR^, which does not fit any of the.theories 

outlined earlier: spin-lattice relaxation, temperature dependence 

of the correlation functions, spin diffusion, or phonon modulation 

of the antisymmetric exchange interaction. In the last chapter it 

was shown that the exchange constant is inversly related to tempera

ture for certain parameters, and since 66)is proportional to l/j, 

this effect can explain the temperature dependence of linewidth 

very well.

Rirst we will look at CuR^e The main difference between this 

compound and other layered structures is in the symmetry of the bonds.
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All planar Cu-F bond lengths in K9CuF are equal, whereas the 

(C^Hg^ + ^NH^)^CuCl^ series has two different bond lengths in the 

plane. Therefore, a more realistic model for the harmonic oscil

lator states is the Cu-F-Cu molecule instead of the CuF dimer,4
This molecule has a reduced mass of (0,15)10 " gm, and.from the

8 —1tables of the previous chapter, A is (5.4)10 cm , and the bond 

energy is (5.0)10 ^erg. .These numbers and the corresponding 

Y = 0,20 are now used to calculate l/j. It is - seen in Figure VI 

that the slope of the l/j versus temperature curve agrees very well 

with the linewidth versus temperature data for K0CuF..

The compounds (C^ H^n + ^NH^^Cu, MnCl^ probably also have a 

temperature dependent J, which also contributes to the linear temp

erature dependence of the linewidth. l/j was calculated with Y = 0,02 

obtained from the previous tables, for the CuCl^ dimer. The results 

are indicated in Figure VI. The calculated slope is about half the 

experimental slope, which indicates that spin diffusion and anti

symmetric exchange also contribute to the linear temperature 

dependence of the linewidth.

It is also necessary to explain the negligible temperature 

dependence of the linewidth for certain transition metal salts.

The antiferromagnetic salt, CuF^e2^0 will be considered as an 

example. This compound has been extensively investigated by

V

I

I
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Figure VI

EPR linewidth versus temperature for CuF^ and (nP-NH^)2CuCl^. 

The triangles and squares are for KgCuF^ and (nP-NH^)^CuCl^ respect

ively, and the solid lines are the calculated linewidths for the
.appropriate values of the parameter Y.



Nagata and Date above the Neel temperature, and they have shown 

that the linewidth stays approximately constant at temperatures 

above 3T^. From these results it appears as if CuFg-ZHgO must be 

strongly bonded, or in other words Y should be small. The tables 

of the previous chapter are used to calculate Y for this compound; 

however, first it is necessary to consider the magnetic properties 

of the structure. Geller and Bond^ have shown that the magnetic 

coupling occurs in CuFg chains as indicated below,

F\
C u "  ^ C W "  ^C u

^ p -""2.47 & \ p

with each Cu and F strongly bonded to an extraplanar oxygen atom.

It may seem as if the magnetic structure consists of weakly bonded 

CuFg molecules, which would probably have a large Y, However, each 

F atom is strongly bonded to another CuFg-ZHgO group and the vibra

tional frequency is not determined by the weak Cu-F bond. Assuming 

that the modulation frequency is determined by the short Cu-F bond, 

the parameter Y is .03 for the reduced mass of the Cu-F-Cu molecule. 

From Figure V it can be seen that this value of Y does not result in 

appreciable temperature dependence, which is in agreement with

69

experimental data



VII. CONCLUSION

The exchange energy between two bound complexes has considerable.

temperature dependence for the appropriate choice of bond strengths 

and overlap parameters. Two assumptions were made in the process 

of developing this model: ■ First, the Bom-Oppenheimer approximation

dimer. Next we will investigate possible modifications in the 

theory if these assumptions are not made.

The Bom-Oppenheimer approximation is certainly valid for 

transition metal salts because the crystal field splitting is much 

greater than the optical phonon energy. However, for rare earths the 

crystal field splitting and optical phonon energy are the same order 

of magnitude, so the Born-Oppenheimer approximation is no longer 

valid. In this case, there will be radiationless transitions to 

excited molecular orbitals, which will alter the exchange integral,

J is temperature dependent in this case because of the electron- 

phonon interaction.

Another interesting case arises when we consider the exchange 

integral in a periodic lattice instead of a dimer. The one- 

electron state is now
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where u- (k,,r).. is a Bloch function. If the center of the coordinate 

system is a lattice site, the variable r can be expressed as

rs

R- can now be expanded- in terms of phonon operators, which results 

in a temperature dependent exchange integral.

It may also be possible to explain other anomalous magnetic 

data with temperature dependent exchange. In particular, Reed et al. 

have recently shown that the.specific heat of KgPt(CN)^Bry ^»3^0 

has a term linear in temperature. This is unexplained but a 

temperature dependent J may be a simple explanation.



APPENDIX I
The harmonic oscillator states are calculated with

H = V3(ER)3
as a perturbation. In terms of vibron creation and destruction 
operators.

SR= i' l £ '  K -  4
the perturbation is

(xVo)'- +  *V*<x <x o. V <X <XCk

1 1  —  dL A. <X<X CK -V Cvs Ov. 0» — c k <\ a.)
Starting with the 'zeroth-.order state, |n^ , the first and second 
order corrections to Jn^ are now calculated. The- first order cor
rection is

W = - , V 1 I f c J M  F E 555551 ,-*»>

- E ^ 1 C y v C. x C-w *- A-V

(nyZ') \jYHr \
E:-

( n v Q ^  x _
Im.*) t  E »- B„°_, ,n V  jT e -_ e -,,

n''4 , .6_ O K - l )

\/ n (n-\)(n-2V
F°- F° uVx *-n-3

W - 3 >

and the second order correction is



MO--IfoJVl if Evxv3)
I Vl-V

f x3/2.s , }H.(nfo%) (nv 0 vi (J>m ) V^nfoiXnvl)i^teSFiu1̂ -  W n Z T c F *

(yv-\)(v\~2) \/\a(n-i)

^ ( E ' - E ^ k b c i i  l n ' ^  ^ ‘ - P *

(vj+2.)(v\v3) \/(n+l)(vi-V2)
(E:- E % % ) ( E t -  E%,)

/ \/X 3/2- (y\~v) n

mv2)

^trS f k ) ( C - V J l f e T i Q K . )

Vn» • ■ (n ~ 5)

( E * - e L J ( E ”** E n-a)
J10— €>̂

where CO-is defined E ̂ - Ew .
The.enharmonic oscillator state is now

In)= |n>,+ + _
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Now the matrix element In is calculated:

Xn= H J(S R )I n> t  « !J ( S R ) K >  + (X^)J(SR)IO

V2<«|J(SR)|̂ > + 2<«lJUKK) *2<<U(SRM>.
Since In must be real, the following terms are zero:

<«| J(SR)K) , «\J(SR)IK) .
Each of the other four expressions are evaluated separatly in terms 
of harmonic oscillator states, |n^ . | J (SR)\n) is already in the
desired form; the other three are:

<*•*«*& ■ W
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Next it is necessary to evaluate matrix elements of the form

(tIJ ( S R ) U )  ,

which is equivalent to the following integral

lm^  J ~ 0) Hvt(V) H m(v ) dv
—  OO

for the diagonal matrix element (here ) •
This can he evaluated:

,o , f \. A/4a. 1° / X
I nnr j O e  . U r n ? i >

and the off diagonal matrix elements are:

V K-H
2 >  VKiiT

e a' Kt (- . y  Ll Vt'ra?)

for l>k. L ^ k is an associated Laguerre polynomial with a negative 
argument. The necessary matrix elements are:

( H J ( S R ) I n ) :  j„ e/z L„(-Y)

Y/% Lh+3 (~V)
<^vvJj(SR))n+3) -  2L J0 Y G \/('nv2)(y\v3)
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< <  I J(S R )K ) -- v "  {  <w 3l-)(8R)lnv3>

«/„ \2.
+ <n.llJCSR)ln.1>

+ I g W -  <-u^)i->
- Z  7^ # ^ ^  < - v ! J ( B R ) h  + 3>

( E w- En-^aH1E w- E vxArl̂

y(n+l)("tz)("t3) (n A  ViviCn-O) ,
^  (ES-E^JCEJ-^O------------  <-l-)(SR)|v>vZ>

\/(Y)-2)C^~0 ' (.n v3)
(.*=%- E m *3)(E m - E w-3)

<(n- 3 | J(.SR)ln 'v 3 ^

(3nv3)\/n\-l + 3n Vn 
(E%- E.^i)(Ew- E w„.)

{n- 11J (,SR))^
—  2.
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f %

- Z

\/(rit.\)n". (n-z) 

(E^- E n v J C E ^  E «-3)

S n  \/(n-0(^~z)
(E:- E ^ . X E ^ E ^ )

l| J ( & R ) | h - 3 >

<(y)~i I J (SR)|n-3) ^
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(n-i)j(6R)|n+3) = 4. ^  /n--- (n-vs) ^ 3^ )  

Nl 3 V z  _—  1 I6 L Y )
<r\r3 lJ(SR)].y\>3) = S J 0Y  e  ,/(V1-Z)..- (n-vs) '-nva' '

Y^z I (  ̂
(n-ilJ(6 R)jnt-l)= Z J 0Y  6  ^n(VnTi) \

<̂ y\-3 | J ( BR)|nvi^ =: 4 J0 Y  G. y/cn-zV* * (nt-i) ^

J ( S R ) ) n -1) -  ■ 2. J0Y  6  y(n-2)(n-i) L^_,(

3 V/z I 1 ̂ L Y \
( n  I J ( S R ) | n v 6 ) = B J 0Y  G  • • («+«»)'

Y/a ' 1Z f-Y)
< n | j ( S R ) : h + 2 ) =  2 J c Y  e

< n IJ ( S U ) I n - 2> :  2 J „ Y e Y/2 ^ T T )  ' - n ^ Y )

, X1 3 Y /2 I 16 Y- Y)
{ n | j ( S R ) ) n - 6) =  8 J 0Y  £  n  '
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These integrals are now used in each term of the expression for In 
with the parameter Y used as the variable.

« lJ ts R ) h iO  -  C n t3 (-y )

v 9 ( ^ 0 3 l ! M1bY) ,  9 n 3 O - Y ) *  O t - Y ) }

■r-V! e  ̂ a ( - ( ^ O 1 Y  lfn* 3 (-Y) - vvYa l2W 3 (-Y)

*  i  V 3 L W 3 ( - Y ) *  3 ( 2 n * l )  Y  O t - Y )

-  ( n v i ) Y 2, ^ V1(~Y) -  n Y l2 n. , ( - Y )  j  ,

< n |J ( 6 R ) |^ ) =  V ^ e /2' { - ^  Y 3 L w 6 C-Y)

*  i  (aCn-hif t  (XiM Xwa)) Y C n. aC'1<)

- i ( 2 n 2*  fr-a X « -» ) Y L8J - Y )  *  4  Y3 L n C-Y) }_



APPENDIX II

PROGRAM TO CALCULATE THE THERMAL AVERAGE OF I

LET Y=.02
FOR T=I TO. 301 STEP 50 
LET JO=O 
LET El=O 
LET K=O
FOR A=O TO 20 STEP I 
GO TO 226 

40 LET Al=O
FOR M=O TO N STEP I 
LET R=I
FOR X=T TO N+K STEP I 
LET R=X*R 
NEXT X 
LET F=I
FOR X=I TO M+K STEP I 
LET F=F*X 
NEXT X 
LET U=I
FOR X=I TO M STEP I 
LET U=U*X 
NEXT X
LET A1=A1+R/CS*F*U)*Y
NEXT M
RETURN

226 LET N=A+ 3 
GO SUB 40
LET BI =C A + 1)*C A+2)*(A+3)/9*A1 
LET N=A+I .
GO SUB 40
LET B2=9*<A+1)t3*A1 
LET N=A 
GO SUB 40 
LET BS=Al
IFCA-I )<0 THEN 38 0
LET N=A-I
GO SUB 40
LET B3 = 9*At 3*A1
IFC A - 3 X 0  THEN 380
LET N=A-3
GO SUB 40
LET B4=A*CA-1)*CA-2)/9*Al
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380 LET B=Rl+B2+B3+B4 
LET N=A+3 
LET K= 2 
GO SUB 40
LET Cl=-CA+! >Tg*Y*/U ;
LET N=A+3
LET K=4
GO SUB 40
LET C2=-A*Yt2*Al
LET N=A+3
LET K = 6
GO SUB 40
LET C3=Yt 3/9*Al
LET N=A+I
LET K=2 ■
GO SUB 40
LET C4=3*C2*A+1)*Y*A1 
LET N=A+I 
LET K= 4 
GO SUB 40
LET C5=-CA+1)*Yt2*Al 
I FC A-I X O  THEN 710 
LET N=A-I 
LET K=2 
GO SUB 40 
LET C6=-A*Y*A1 

710 LET C=C1+C2+C3+C4+C5+C6 
.LET C=2*C 
LET N=A+ 6 
LET K= 6 
GO SUB 40 .
LET Gl=-Yt3*A1/18 
LET N=A+2 
LET K=2 
GO SUB 40
LET G2=C2*CA+l)t2+CA+2>*CA+3))*Y*Al/2 
I F C A - 2 X 0  THEN797 
LET N=A
LET K=2 -
GO SUB 40
LET G3=-C 2*At2+CA-I)*<A-2))*Y*Al/2
I ECA-6)<0 THEN 79 7
LET N=A
LET K= 6
GO SUB 40
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LET 
797 LET 

LET 
LET 
LET 
LET 
LET 
LET 
LET 
LET 
LET

G4=Y t3*A1/18 
G = G H G 2  + G3 + G4 .
G= G/2 
D=B+C+G .
Z = /|/(T*Y)
P= ( I -EXPC -Z ) HEXPC -Z*A) 
J=Y/4*EXPCY/2)*D 
B6=B5*EXPCY/2)
Jl =P.* J 
E2=P*B6 
JO=J0+J1

LET El=EH-ES 
NEXT A
LET E S = E H J O  
PRINT Tj ES 
PRINT 
NEXT T
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